"Tweets" from the Dean’s List Honorees

"I am nothing more than an average person striving to be more than average." Skye Kaohu-Scorse

This accomplishment means so much to me, the professors here at KCC truly inspire and motivate me to do my absolute best. Raven Petersen

i am glad and feel very lucky to be in the Dean's list. I am from India, and i came to KCC on exchange program called CCID (Community college program for International Development). i am thankful of all of the people from KCC, who helped me to come here and provide me learning environment to success in my education. i would like to thank our chancellor Dr. Leon Richard, Shwan Yocavone, Mrs. Robin Mann, Dr. Joe Overton for mentoring us. Also, thanks U.S Government to provide us this opportunity to come here and take education. My thanks to Mrs. Pat Kramm, Dr. Laura Burke, Kawehi Sellers and all hospitality staff. Ram Panchal

Success. Melvin Ford

Being a mom of 5 and having to work hasn't stopped my determination to be the best student possible. With this honor I will share with my children and those that I mentor that with hard work, dedication, and determination anyone with these skills can also become a successful student at Kapiolani Community College.... Mahalo. De' Shannon Chun

"Whatever women do they must do twice as well as men to be thought half as good. Luckily, this is not difficult." Quote from Charlotte Whitton. Thank you, Gabrielle Wald

I came from another country and English is my second language , I m still working 30 hrs per week in order to support myself because i m pretty much by myself in this country even though i m a citizen. Nothing is impossible as long as you work hard for what you truly want in your life. I managed my time very efficiently, i think that is the key for success. Thank you for recognizing my hard work. Eda Yildrim

Thank you to KCC as an organization, especially Professor Dooley, Professor Tan, Mrs. Sakaguchi, and Robert Yamashita for the assistance, encouragement, and inspiration. Education and self-improvement through KCC has been an absolute pleasure thanks to all the wonderful people who have so generously gone the extra mile for the students. Brett Angell

"Hard work will never go unnoticed."-Cheyrelle A. Supnet

Enjoyed my time to the fullest. Thanks UH!!! Tyler Roberts
As a single working Mom and FT student I appreciate the funding granted by KCC and FAFSA. I will pursue this academic journey with excellence. Maria Arceo

Graduated with an AS degree in Hospitality and Tourism with a double concentration in Hotel Operations Management and Travel and Tourism. During her time as a student she completed an internship with The Walt Disney Company in Disneyland, another internship with the Director of Brand Standards and Customer service at Aqua Aston Hospitality, Become the S.H.I.M.A Club President and study abroad in Shanghai to study Mandarin with The Freeman Foundation Scholarship. Erica Tso

"A poorly written rhetorical analysis was polished into a grade A essay through the extra help from professor Uedoi. I now help my peers as a writing mentor." Risa Hinoshita

I'm thankful to be recognized as a Dean's List Honoree. All of my hard work & dedication has paid off! Soon I'll be off to a better future. Shanalei Bolusan

I enjoyed classes more than anyone. Thanks to KCC teachers, I found my ultimate goal, making my own tour company. “No KCC, No My Life”. Akira Muramoto

This journey was very challenging, especially working full time. I am so blessed to have the love and support from my family and friends! Debora Morano

"KCC's programs outside of class have really helped me to grow as a person. The Economics and Business Club has been particularly helpful." Julian Constantino

To seek happiness is my motivation to success. I want to be able to love the life I live and to live the life I love. Ann Nguyen

I'd like to thank my family, God, and friends for the support throughout my college adventure. This is one goal that I've strived to reach, but have much to accomplish yet, and can't wait to see what the future has in store for me. Bryson Mitchell

“ It is very honorable for me to be included in the Dean’s List. Studying abroad is hard thing for international students. I appreciate all people who assisted and supported me. I continue to study at Shidler Business College. Thank you very much.” Renko Kuroda

Deans list since 2011 during all attended ft semesters, phi theta kappa honor society, estelle louise kelley scholarship winner, dual AS major at kcc, BA in psychology from Hawaii pacific university. Jen Blatt

I just want to thank, everybody who helped through out the year, especially my family for their love and support, who believes in me to pursuit my goals and dreams and that I am almost done with the Culinary Program here at KCC. And I am honored and humble
to be in the Dean's List and I think that my hard work has paid off. Thank you once again. Louisa Kabutaulaka

As a proud Hawaiian student this is a huge accomplishment. Education is so important and I will always do my best to strive for the highest. Thank you very much, I'm thrilled to be on the deans list.-Madeleine Hokunani Fair Juul

Academic Accomplishments: Dean's Lister, Certificates of Recognition from Prof Palakiko, Na'i which is usually they do for us students. Glenda Villaneuva

I originally returned to school here at KCC as a part-time student who registered for a single ASL 101 class in the Fall of 2013. Since then, I have become inspired, challenged and rewarded by making connections with amazing, supportive and passionate teachers and counselors, as well as students who will be lifelong friends. The decision to make the jump to full time status was an easy one: with the unconditional support of family, especially from my two 30something sons who are so proud of their mom as well as my extended KCC family, my goal is to graduate in 2016 with a Liberal Arts degree in Deaf Studies/Deaf Education. I am so enthusiastic about my positive and fulfilling experiences here at KCC that I am considering returning to explore the Hawaiian Studies program. Cathy Ferreira